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Outline: 

-  Introduction: model bias in summer equatorial Atlantic cold tongue. 

-  Hypothesis: Richter and Xie (2008) demonstrate that westerly trade wind 
bias in preceding months contributes to summer SST bias, and the trade 
wind bias in linked to Tropical South American and African precipitation 
baias. 

-  Regional atmospheric model tests: Identify atmospheric model biases – 
Choose parameterizations that allow us to test the hypothesis in regional 
model. 

-  Regional coupled atmosphere-ocean model: Simulations and results 
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Bias in MAM precipitation and surface 
wind in AGCM and AOGCM average 

Hypothesis: From Richter and Xie (2008) 

- Dry Amazon and wet 
tropical African spring 
precipitation biases 
originate in atmospheric 
models. 
-  These precipitation 
biases drive a zonal 
surface pressure 
gradient that decelerates 
the trade winds. 

(mm/day) 

(m/s) 

- The trade wind bias is 
amplified by 
atmosphere-ocean 
feedbacks and results in 
a deepened eastern 
Equatorial Atlantic 
thermocline, which 
prevents cold tongue 
development in JJA. 



Regional atmospheric model: parameterization tests 

WRF (Weather Research and Forecasting Model) Version 3.2.1 
-  27 km horizontal resolution 
-  LBC: 6-hourly 2006 NCEP 2, IC: 1 May 2006 (1 Dec 2005) 

Parameterizations 
-  cumulus 
-  PBL 
-  microphysics 
-  land-surface model 
-  radiation 
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Atmospheric parameterization tests: May bias in precip and V10 
cumulus 
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Regional model simulations 

Uncoupled atmosphere: WRF Version 3.1.1 
-  27 km horizontal resolution, 28 vertical levels, 90 sec time step 
-  Integrated May 1 - Oct 1 
-  LBC and IC from NCEP CFSR (Climate Forecast System Reanalysis) 
2001-2008 6-hourly climatology 
-  SST from 2001-2008 Reynolds daily climatology 

Coupled atmosphere-ocean: WRF Version 3.1.1 and ROMS (Regional Ocean 
Modeling System) 

-  ROMS: 9 km horizontal resolution, 30 vertical levels, 10 min time step 
-  oceanic LBC and IC from NCEP CFSR 2000-2008 6-hourly climatology 
-  coupled: 1 hour; surface heat and radiation fluxes, surface wind, precipitation; SST 

Simulation name 
Parameterization “Dry” “Wet” 
convection KF BM 
SW/LW radiation CAM/CAM Goddard/RRTM 
PBL YSU YSU 
LSM NOAH NOAH 
microphysics Lin Lin 



Uncoupled simulations: May precipitation and V10 bias 

(m/s) 

(m/s) 

(mm/day) 

(mm/day) 

“Dry case” 

“Wet case” 

•  Dry Amazon 
•  westerly bias 
(up to 12m/s) in 
trade winds in 
western basin 

•  Wet Amazon 
and equatorial 
Africa 
•  westerly trade 
wind bias (up to 
2m/s) in 
western basin 



Coupled simulations: May precipitation and V10 bias 

(m/s) 

(m/s) 

(mm/day) 

(mm/day) 

“Dry case” 

“Wet case” 

•  Similar to 
uncoupled 

•  Similar to 
uncoupled, 
except westerly 
trade wind bias 
(up to 2m/s) 
eastern basin 



Zonal wind at 10m: 2°S-2°N 

(m/s) 



SST and V10 bias: “dry case” 

(K) 

(m/s) 



SST and V10 bias: “wet case” 

(K) 

(m/s) 



SST and radiative/surface heat fluxes: “wet case” minus “dry case” 

SST 

Net_SW + Net_LW - Latent - Sensible 

(W/m2) 

(K) 



SST bias: “dry case” 

u10 bias: “dry case” 

(K) 

(m/s) 



SST bias: “wet case” 

u10 bias: “wet case” 

(m/s) 
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u10 bias: coupled “wet case” 

u10 bias: uncoupled “wet case” 

(m/s) 



Depth of 20°C isotherm – July 
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Coupled simulations: May land temperature bias 

(K) 



Coupled simulations: May vertical velocity 2°S-2°N 
“wet case” “dry case” 
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Test simulations: Surface radiation and skin temperature: Amazon (2S-2N;65W-55W) 

Skin temp 

SW sfc 

LW sfc 



dry test 

wet test 

dry test minus wet test – temperature (K) 

Cloud and air temperature: Amazon 



Evolution of Amazon precipitation 

YSU.KF.NOAH.WSM3.RRTM 
YSU.KF.NOAH.WSM3.CAM 

mm/day 



Summary 

-  Equatorial Atlantic SST and thermocline bias in these simulations responds 
more to 

-  westerly trade wind bias in the eastern vs. western equatorial Atlantic 
-  Equatorial African vs. Amazon precipitation bias 

-  In the “wet case” westerly trade wind bias originates in atmospheric 
simulation and is strengthened by Bjerknes feedback in coupled simulation. 

Next steps… 

-  Investigate SST- V10 feedback with half coupled simulations, where ocean 
reads atmosphere, but atmosphere reads observed SST. 
-  Create ensembles by 

-  changing parameterizations 
-  using synoptic atmospheric lateral boundary conditions 



Coupled simulations: MJJ radiation bias 

Longwave down at surface: “wet case” Shortwave down at surface: “wet case” 

Longwave down at surface: “dry case” Shortwave down at surface: “dry case” 
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Coupled simulations: May 925hPa and 500hPa cloud water mixing ratio (*105 kg/kg) 


